Make collaboration
your competitive
advantage

Today’s workers access multiple applications to complete their work. Often, companies
introduce these tools without an overarching strategy and with minimal training for
employees. How do you facilitate collaboration when your workforce contributes from home or
from the road, cyberattacks are on the rise, and business continuity threats loom?
DXC Technology’s Modern Workplace can help you:

Work, connect and collaborate
with the right tools

54% of companies point
to poor technology
and infrastructure as the
biggest barriers to
eﬀective remote working1

Problem
Disconnected applications with
overlapping capability sets actually
reduce eﬃciency instead of delivering
the desired outcomes.

10% experience productivity
improvements using
collaboration platforms2
5x increase in Microsoft
Teams usage during recent
global health crisis

Solution
The employee experience is central to
everything we do to support our
customers. By building on the capabilities
of the native Microsoft software, DXC
collects key experience and operational
metrics and in turn provides a next-level,
personalized experience that results in
clear choice and improved eﬃciency.

Empower employees and
increase productivity

Problem

50% — the amount of
time spent on frustrating,
repetitive tasks3

Employees are sinking valuable time
into redundant, manual tasks when
their energy is better spent on creative,
innovative projects.

69% — the amount of
managerial work that will
be automated by 2024,
providing more time for
strategic planning and
talent management4

Solution
Modern Workplace leverages Microsoft
automation, analytics and AI to spot
transformative business opportunities.
At the same time, DXC can modernize
your business processes by migrating
them into a common Microsoft Teams
platform with Microsoft Power
Platform and Dynamics 365.

Work from any place or device
in a secure environment

30% — the number of
companies that are
prepared to deliver a
fully secure and
connected workforce
that can collaborate
anytime, anywhere5

Problem
As home oﬃces turn into permanent
workplaces, companies need to ensure
secure collaboration across devices,
systems and tools.

90% — the number of HR
leads who plan to make
remote work a long-term
strategy, requiring a
long-term plan for secure,
distributed work6

Solution
Modern Workplace oﬀers a secure
work environment — all without
impacting employee productivity. We
do this by leveraging Microsoft's
software security solutions including
Microsoft Defender, Azure Sentinel
and Microsoft 365 with its Cloud App
Security Broker.

Equip your workforce
for the future of business
Modernization plays a vital role in business resilience. Learn how your
company can take steps to provide a personalized, intelligent, secure
and modern workplace with DXC and Microsoft.
Visit dxc.com/modernworkplace to learn more
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